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SPECIAL AGENDA FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12, 2017
3:00 P.M. CALL TO ORDER / PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
1. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD - This time is set aside for citizens to address the
Board on any item of interest to the public that is within the subject matter jurisdiction
of the Board. The Chair reserves the right to limit each speaker to three (3) minutes.
Disclosure of a speaker’s identity is purely voluntary during the public comment
period. Individuals addressing the Board are to speak clearly into the microphone.
2. BOARD OF SUPERVISORS / INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
REPORT
a) INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATION - Regarding the Information Technology
Assessment by Synoptek, LLC
b) Discussion and possible direction to staff regarding the conceptual Information
Technology infrastructure changes proposed in the report

COMMUNICATIONS received by the Board of Supervisors are on file and available for
review in the Office of the Clerk of the Board
MINUTES, AGENDAS, AGENDA MATERIAL, and ARCHIVED MATERIAL is available
on our website at www.tehamacountyca.iqm2.com
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Board of Supervisors
Meeting Date: April 12, 2017
Prepared By: Maeve Landon
Preparer Phone: 530-527-3287
Preparer Email: mlandon@co.tehama.ca.us
Consent Item
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Requested Action(s)
This time is set aside for citizens to address the Board on any item of interest to the
public that is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Board. The Chair reserves the
right to limit each speaker to three (3) minutes. Disclosure of a speaker’s identity is
purely voluntary during the public comment period. Individuals addressing the Board are
to speak clearly into the microphone.
Financial Impact:
none
Background Information:
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Board of Supervisors
Meeting Date: April 12, 2017
Prepared By: Brant Mesker
Preparer Phone: 530-527-3365
Preparer Email: bmesker@co.tehama.ca.us
Regular Item
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS / INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
REPORT
Requested Action(s)
a) INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATION - Regarding the Information Technology
Assessment by Synoptek, LLC
b) Discussion and possible direction to staff regarding the conceptual Information
Technology infrastructure changes proposed in the report
Financial Impact:
Funds were allocated in 1073/53230 in the amount of $120,000.00 for the FY 2016/17
for the services included in the agreement with Synoptek.
Background Information:
In June 2016, the Board approved the agreement with Synoptek for the purpose of
Information Technology Management Consulting. Synoptek was assigned to deliver an
assessment of the County’s information technology infrastructure. The assessment was
conducted in two phases: First, personal interviews with key stakeholders from each
department, and second, a technical review and inventory of the IT infrastructure.
The intent of the Information Technology Assessment is to analyze the current state of
IT for Tehama County, make recommendations for areas of improvement to address
issues, either already known or discovered during the assessment process, and to
create a vision of where the County should focus its future efforts for IT infrastructure
improvements.
The assessment is a guide to help Tehama County understand their current state of IT,
and help further develop policies and IT strategies with the aim of modernizing the IT
infrastructure while increasing security, collaboration county-wide, and reduce costs
over the long term. Synoptek intends for this report to be a starting point for discussions
about how to move forward to better serve the County’s departments, both those with IT
staff and those without, and in a more cohesive way build a common core infrastructure
that will allow the County to realize productivity gains through better workflows
supported by well architected and secure infrastructure.
As a first step, Synoptek met with the three third-party IT Vendors for a technical
discussion of the conceptual architecture changes being proposed on Friday, April 7 th.
A meeting with the IT Committee was conducted prior to this scheduled meeting with
the Board of Supervisors. Staff is seeking general direction at this time, with specific
action items implementing said direction to be brought back to Board at a later date.
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Attachment List:
Tehama Synoptek IT Assessment-Preface
(PDF)
Tehama Synoptek IT Assessment
(PDF)
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SYNOPTEK
19520 Jamboree Road #10, Irvine, CA 92612

March 28, 2017
Tehama County, California

Dear Recipient:
The attached report is the IT assessment for Tehama County. It is a guide to help Tehama
County understand their current state of IT, and help further develop policies and IT strategies
with the aim of modernizing the IT infrastructure while increasing security and collaboration
County wide. We intend for this report to be a starting point for discussions about how to
move forward to better serve all departments, both those with IT staff and those without. And
in a more cohesive way build a common core infrastructure that will allow the county to
realize productivity gains through better workflows supported by well architected and secure
infrastructure. Some of the concepts and technical requirements for meeting our
recommendations can be complex in their details, many of which are not called out as those
items are usually reserved for project planning and implementation teams.
There is a wealth of information produced by the scans not included in this report for security
and sensitivity reasons. Scan results and more details are available upon request for the
departments.
A County wide WAN network map was produced with ISP circuits and other generalized
details. Additionally, we produced a network map of our proposed infrastructure
architecture.
Sincerely,
Silas Thomas
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Information Technology Assessment

FOR

Tehama County California

©Synoptek • February 2017 • 19520 Jamboree Road #110 • Irvine, CA 92612 • 949.241.8600
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Tehama County has engaged Synoptek to deliver an assessment of their information technology infrastructure. Our
assessment was conducted in two phases. First, personal interviews with key stake holders from each department and
supporting vendors, and second, a technical review and inventory of IT infrastructure including but not limited to
networking equipment, servers, virtual infrastructure, internet circuits, storage, wireless and more.
Tehama County would like to integrate people, processes, technology, information, and governance in a way that fully
supports the needs of its employees, partners, and the public. This report will help provide direction and guidance on
advancing IT capabilities and resources to improve the County’s operational efficiency, effectiveness, and operations.
It is the intent of this report to analyze the current state of IT for Tehama County and make recommendations for areas
of improvement to address issues both already known or discovered during the assessment process. And to create a
vision of where the County should focus its future efforts for IT infrastructure improvements with the goal of helping;
people, process, security, governance, and technology. Our recommendations will be based on best practices
regardless of cost, meant to address County wide and departmental IT strategic goals.
This report will reflect a snapshot in time. The information collected during interviews and inventory only reflect what
was true on that date. We acknowledged that items may change and that before any implementation of
recommendations a further review is conducted to ensure continuity.
While many of the challenges faced by Tehama County have easy to answer solutions, there are other challenges that
will take more collaboration to uncover appropriate policies and solutions for.
More broadly Synoptek recommends:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Re-architect how each department receives its internet and how they are connected to the rest of the County
Address identity management more globally
Address email, mail security, and mail compliance globally
Address cybersecurity and network security with a multi prong approach globally
Address the current aging infrastructure where necessary by providing new Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) in a
private cloud
Build a new team to drive IT processes and collaboration efforts, work to eliminate bottle-necks in IT
infrastructure and service delivery, and implement County and department IT initiatives
Create a single wireless strategy across the County

1.1 BUSINESS DRIVERS
When developing any plan, it is important to understand why the plan is necessary. What are the drivers behind the
developing plan? As Synoptek’s team reviewed Tehama County’s IT infrastructure, talked with department staff and
supporting third parties, researched its operations and infrastructure, we have developed some opinions on how we
perceive IT can be more impactful County wide.
The following table identifies the business drivers determined by Synoptek to be key components of an information
technology strategic plan.

Tehama County
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Business Driver

Implication to IT

Governance and Accountability

Improve the IT environment through best practices implementation of
mature IT governance, accountability, and auditability. Make
improvements in how IT services are funded and delivered for the County
Departments, and increase inter-department collaboration through defined
stewardship. Streamline IT decision making and procurement processes
and ensure they align with the County wide IT strategic plan.

Security

Make some changes in how the County handles IT security, adopt riskbased common best practices to meet compliance and security standards,
to more effectively and proactively guard against and respond to
cybersecurity threats. Incorporate next-gen security practices and
hardware. This involves making changes and improvements to more
proactively manage, monitor, and secure identified weaknesses. Adopt a
security architecture that accommodates public cloud services.

IT Service Delivery

Implement changes that create a safer and stronger framework for
partners and departments in delivering high quality IT services – removing
disparity and disjunction in IT infrastructure models. Advocate for and build
flexible and scalable enterprise systems. Create a service delivery model
that meets defined security and governance standards.

Reduce Costs

Making changes to address accountability, governance, security, and
improving IT delivery; will have a direct up front capital cost. Making
changes that more boarding services the entire County instead of silo’d
departments and address overlap, can realize cost savings over the long
term.

Risk Management

Development of processes & procedures and implementation of critical
system redundancy for disaster recovery, business continuity, and network
security across the County.

Process and Policy

Secure Tehama County’s IT to ensure confidentiality, availability, and
integrity of systems and data. Mature IT governance to foster business
agility. Improve the pace of change throughout the County.

Technology

Make investments in both terrestrial and cloud technology to modernize
and deliver better security, effectiveness, and reliability in a cost-effective
manner.

Tehama County
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1.2 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Tehama County does not have a County wide IT strategy that can address: modern IT security challenges, meet a
growing sophisticated workforce and public, foster County wide collaboration of workflows, technology and resources, or
in a cohesive way meet regulatory and governance accountability required of public institutions. There is no common
foundational IT infrastructure for County wide identity management, security, or other common IT services useful for all
departments. This is a natural result in many long standing large institutions in which departments of varying sizes are
essentially their own curators and keepers of their own IT strategy, in which IT funding has followed in that vein. As the
internet matures and the County grows, the widening role IT has as a supporting critical system to operations and
security; the more a County wide IT strategy becomes important and even critical.
There is a broad range in how each Tehama County department procures, builds, consumes, funds, supports, and
secures its IT infrastructure. This results in varying degrees of IT infrastructure maturity and disjunction around cohesive
IT policies and strategies. This current infrastructure architecture is a hindrance and barrier to developing process and
work flow solutions to address inefficiencies and redundancies for staff and IT systems County wide.
Some examples of this include, multiple disparate Exchange Mail servers, multiple and separate Active Directory
domains, varying backup mythologies and strategies, varying sophistication and maturity of server rooms and data
closets, physical infrastructure, IT security, workflows that involve double or triple entry across different departments,
and more. This disparity further complicates policy for electronic records archiving, encryption, email security or legal
hold archiving, or public records request response plans.
Broadly speaking, from a legal response perspective, it would be difficult for Tehama County to accurately and quickly track, collect, and respond to issues involving electronic records of any kind in a verifiable/auditable non-repudiation
evidence way.
This disparity becomes more problematic from a cybersecurity perspective. Globally speaking there is no strategy to
address threat intelligence and response. Aside from a couple of departments, it would be nearly impossible to uncover
or react to any active hacking attempt or network breach, or to perform a post mortem investigation into root cause and
source.
The County has a wide range of possible cybersecurity attack vectors and possible entry points. While from one
perspective having disparate IT infrastructure may make it harder to discover items, it presents far more risk and
security holes than that disparity may solve. In that same vein, security through obscurity is only one small mechanism
of a larger security strategy, one in which its security must not rely on obscurity to meet its goals.
There are some bright spots however, several departments are cognoscente of strong security strategies and have
implemented, or are in the process of; carrying out policies to protects its infrastructure. The Health Department in
particular has many best practices and security policies in place to protect users and data with a multiple tiered
approach. And the Social Services department also has many best practices in place and working toward more.

Tehama County
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1.3 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
As a team of professionals providing strategic IT leadership and management for hundreds of businesses and local
governments, we look to provide pragmatic recommendations about IT solutions and strategies we have gained through
our collective institutional knowledge with our clients. With this knowledge, we have offered several recommendations
which would allow Tehama County to use technology more effectively and efficiently, develop a County wide IT strategy,
address security issues, modernize the IT infrastructure, and develop policies to help meet regulatory and policy
requirements.

GOVERANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Improve the IT environment through maturation of IT governance and accountability.
Across Tehama County, every effort should be made to continue IT maturation, each Department should focus on
creating an environment that rewards collaboration, promotes best practices, and shares accountability and transparency
so that the Departments can fulfill their mission while meeting wider policy, security, and strategic goals.
The County should make improvements in how IT services are funded and delivered, particularly for departments without
dedicated IT staff, and increase inter-department collaboration through defined stewardship.
That stewardship would become the responsibility of a single person whose sole purpose is to coordinate, lead, and
implement the IT strategy for the County and assist departments in meeting theirs. This person should be given the
authority to make infrastructure changes necessary to address needed improvements to meet security, service delivery,
infrastructure, and policy. This role will execute on the County’s IT strategy in a highly collaborative effort with existing
staff and resources. That new role would help streamline IT decision making and procurement processes across the
County ensuring they meet the broader IT strategic plan. Departments whom already have IT staff would be free to
manage their own networks, utilizing additional support from the County to ensure security, standardization, and
accountability is met and are aligned with the broader goals.
Given the critical nature of IT infrastructure, and some of the following recommendations in this report, we recommend
Tehama County consider opening a County IT department, whose role is to steward the rest of the County toward
meeting the County’s IT strategic objectives. This role is not to supplant or replace any staff, partners, or vendors, but
designed to build support within the County to meet basic County wide IT goals and increase the pace of delivery within
information technology for all departments, particularly those without IT staff – to streamline bureaucracy around IT
initiatives. Additionally, the County should explore a different reporting structure for departments whom have internal IT
staff, reporting to the County Technology Officer, meant to increase collaboration and transparency around critical
infrastructure, and meet the County’s IT strategy; and at a minimum have those staff participate in County IT planning
committees on projects involving their departments.
In a similar fashion, this role would help coordinate multiple outsourced IT service providers for issues or projects that
extend beyond a single department or involve the private cloud resources. These IT service providers will continue to
delivery on most support issues, systems management, deskside support issues, projects and more, but coordinate
closely with the County Technology Officer whom ultimately those vendors will report to. The Departmental IT staff also
has the benefit of knowing there is a larger team available to support them. The combination of this dual-method would
significantly increase staff satisfaction and reduce the time to delivery for IT related projects. Additionally, the County IT
Tehama County
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would be responsible for helping the departments and County meet mandatory State and other agency initiatives
regarding regulatory and policy requirements.
Beyond integrated IT functions, IT systems standardization across all departments combined with defined decisionmaking and procurement for all hardware, and enterprise software, particularly for departments without IT staff; is a
critical recommendation where the combined size of the County can facilitate and drive tangible value. Multiple locations
using the same hardware, software, and access to common foundational IT infrastructure and systems will result in more
productive and cost-effective IT capacity and support.
All the above recommendations are made to help build a County wide common IT infrastructure foundation, from which
the County will be empowered to drive collaboration in ways not currently possible – out of which the County can realize
real gains in productivity for all County staff while protecting their infrastructure. That common foundation should be built
in such a way that current IT staff, partners, and vendors, can have full segmented control over resources they need to
consume and support for their departments. A common foundation is critical to delivering services that are secured and
readily and easily accessible to all County staff members no matter where they are located.
This structure further provides a framework and vehicle for providing IT cost accountability, where return on investment
can be tracked, and real gaps in technology, services, funding, and collaboration can be explored, tracked, and action
taken toward remediation - whether technical or administrative. A more holistic approach to information technology
decisions would enable Tehama County to leverage untapped information and resources for driving more collaboration
and reduce duplication of equipment, resources, and deployed IT infrastructure and services.

SECURITY
Tehama County lacks a cohesive County wide IT security policy and cybersecurity strategy. Each department is
responsible for creating and maintaining all aspects of their own network and cybersecurity tools and policies. Many
departments lack the staff, domain expertise, or funding to address such issues. As a result, the County has different
security strategy maturity levels depending on the department.
While all departments have firewalls, antivirus software etc, they vary greatly in age, versions, and capabilities. Firewalls
and antivirus are only a small aspect of a total security strategy. How users access resources, how user identity itself is
managed, policies around user identity management, device management, traffic management and inspection, security
event management, are just a few key points in a broader security strategy. Additionally, inbound/outbound/internal
anomaly detection, event management, and threat intelligence is mostly either disjointed or non-existent. As an example,
Health Services has employed Intrusion Prevention Services (IPS is an important component of network security),
security event logging, but is the only department to do so.
Local governments are increasingly becoming the target of cyber threats and hackers, there has been a sharp rise in the
incidence of known breaches for counties and departments all over the country. Hackers target local governments
because they know they are easy targets due to lack of funding for their infrastructure. Sadly, these breaches are what
prompt many local governments to start funding their infrastructure needs, while others still may never learn of the hacks
due to inadequate security mechanism and protection.
The following recommendations are designed to address security and cybersecurity threats from a technical and policy
standpoint:

Tehama County
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Network Security: Change how internet is accessed and delivered, and how departments communicate with each other.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Lease rack space in a SA-70 Type II compliant (or better) datacenter
Purchase and deploy Next-Gen Unified Threat Management (UTM) high availability (HA) high capacity Firewalls
for installation in the datacenter
Build a Metro Area Network (MAN) using a switched Ethernet service to connect all departments with scalable
and low latency 100Mbps (or faster) fiber connected to the data center.
Migrate all internet access from a disparate multi end-points architecture, to a single redundant entry point over
the MAN – directing all traffic in and out of the County for all departments, through Next-Gen Firewalls that have
all UTM features available and licensed such that all traffic and protocols are checked and filtered, and
configured in a default locked down manner.
Segment the network traffic for each department from each other using ACLs and other techniques at the core
with services open to the core IaaS private cloud secured using additional methods.
Add secondary failover circuits where needed for departments.
Deploy Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) system, Threat Intelligence and Network Anomaly
Detection systems to check, watch, log, and respond to security events globally.
Deploy systems and support infrastructure with the goal of enabling Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation
(CDM) with integration of an endpoint management solution.
Utilize common core Single Sign on for all appropriate services, infrastructure, and servers.
For departments who use external services or network connections with other State or Federal agencies that
require services on the MAN/LAN, work to define the exact use case and ensure a secure model is built around it
to keep those services and traffic segmented and isolated as/where needed and that said services comply with
that external agencies security and use policies.
When licensing ends and renewals are up, standardize on a single managed Antivirus/Antimalware solution that
integrates with the CDM County wide.

Identity Management:
•

•
•

Globally migrate to a single Active Directory (AD) Forest with strict delegated Domain or OU structure in which
departments have complete control of their own Domain or OU tree and objects within, as well as GPO objects.
This would eliminate the duplication of services, servers, attack surface, and provide a framework to facilitate
real shared resources, IT services, and enable global security event management. Additionally, AD SSL with
trusted root CA should be enabled following best practices for secure AD.
Deploy Two Factor Authentication (2FA) in key areas.
Deploy an AD integrated secure password management solution that uses: access control lists, privileged
account management, and audit trail for non-repudiation evidence for auditors through active recording &
monitoring. This will facilitate secure password storage and management for internal staff, partners and
vendors. The County and its departments should be the keeper of critical infrastructure credentials, and no one
person should be a gatekeeper to credentials, nor should they be stored in excel or other files unencrypted. This
would facilitate adherence to compliance standards, and dramatically improve your security posture. This would
primarily, initially be used by IT Staff and others whom need access to network and server resources for
administrative purposes.

Tehama County
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Email Management: Migrate to single hosted Exchange environment County wide.
•

•
•
•

Migrate to a hosted Exchange model such as Office365 that integrates all the needed email services for all
County departments. This allows for all security policies and other data and legal policies to be applied globally.
Adding accountability and redundancy not currently achievable. Additionally; this brings County wide
collaboration with globally available email distro lists, global address books, public folders, and more not
currently possible.
Utilize single sign-on with the new AD Forest.
Enable email security services, encryption, audit trail, eDiscovery, and legal hold archiving services for all
mailboxes.
Build additional email policies as needed in the hosted exchange.

Infrastructure Security:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Build inter-departmental management VLANs for core network device security, audit management, logging,
reporting and SIEM, anomaly detection, and integrate other needed services in a secure manner.
Build inter-departmental County wide voice VLAN for future use.
Build inter-departmental VLAN for building security access and control where appropriate and or required.
Integrate SSO at as many infrastructure points as practical possible, using defined and limited security groups to
segment and control access, ensuring all local privileged accounts are securely locked down and randomized.
Ensure all infrastructure device management interfaces are locked down for access only from secured
management VLAN and/or management workstation IP’s.
As appropriate migrate physical servers to the data center, particularly those vulnerable to its physical
environment or physical security.
Replace all end of life network equipment with standardize equipment, and replace other gear as they age out to
meet common standardization methods, additionally update firmware on all current non end-of-life network
equipment and update to meet security policies.
Remove/relocate all network switching that are currently in physically unsecured locations to secured locations,
and/or install securable cages in areas where relocation isn’t possible.
Consider using a time limited elevated security group access methodology for infrastructure access control.
Migrate/move departmental servers and storage arrays where appropriate to the data center, particularly those in
physically unsecured locations or susceptible to fire, environmental, or other hazards.
Consider end-point disk encryption particularly for laptops and other systems that may fall under data security or
privacy regulations, additionally consider a laptop/tablet LoJack or other device tracking and recovery software in
case of theft.
Whole disk and other encryption for servers with HIPAA/PCI or other sensitive data, ensure encrypted backups.

See proposed Network Map in the appendices.
While a lot of the bullet points in this section have a strong security business driver, there are just as many other workflow,
collaboration, support, and ease of use reasons to deploy and migrate to many of these services which haven’t be
specifically called out.

Tehama County
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IT SERVICE DELIVERY
Tehama County doesn’t have a single defined IT service delivery model for its departments. Each department either has
internal IT staff or contracted IT service providers whom deliver varying levels of IT services defined by the contract at
varying costs. The IT funding structures also maintains a structure that is incompatible to providing common IT
infrastructure across all departments. For the most part the departments are happy with their own IT staff and vendors.
While there isn’t a one size fits all model that would encompass all the departments, the current IT service delivery model
does create its own issues when addressing County wide IT security, collaboration, compliance, cost structures, overlap,
disjunction, and other barriers to IT project and service delivery. This structure has created an IT infrastructure
environment that makes it more difficult for the County to meet security and collaboration goals. Without a common
funding and infrastructure model, it’ll cost more and take longer to delivery on required security and collaboration goals
County wide.
A common challenge for many departments specifically centers on inter-department collaboration around global
workflows and enterprise software usage or lack thereof. Some examples include ETrackIT which isn’t more broadly or
fully utilized, or payroll and time sheet management where workflows often involve the manual double or triple entry of
data. There would be major gains in productivity County wide if the payroll and HR software had the capabilities to allow
for staff member time entry and manager approval processes among other non-automated personal actions. However,
the County doesn’t have the resource or infrastructure to securely deploy such features, nor is there a support structure
to help define the deployment and training of the infrastructure necessary to accomplish such a goal County wide.
The IT Committee was perhaps put together to try and help address some of these issues, but the disparity and
disjunction in infrastructure will continue to persist until the IT Committee’s efforts are taken up one more notch. The
County should create a position and department (County Technology Officer or County IT) whose role it will be to not
only focus on delivering the objectives of the committee, but to also make sure that those efforts are in line with and meet
the IT policies of the County regarding security, infrastructure, conformity, etc.
That new role should be tasked to coordinate, plan, and implement changes that create a safer and stronger framework
and common IT infrastructure foundation for IT vendors, partners, and departments in delivering high quality IT services
– removing disparity and disjunction in IT infrastructure models. Advocate for and build flexible, scalable, and secured
enterprise systems. Create a service delivery model that meets defined security and governance standards while nimbly
providing resources for consumption by the departments to meets their needs.
The County should consider a funding model for County IT on a global basis, initially extrapolating on a per employee
cost basis (and perhaps even a small specialized tax earmark), in conjunction with a consumption billing model in which
departments are charged for resources consumed in the County’s private cloud for example. These funds would also be
used to pay for County wide IT infrastructure and services used to support all departments such as managed Metro Area
Network, Wireless, core identity management, security, email and other services that represent the common foundational
IT infrastructure.
Lastly, customer service has wide berth in the realm of information technology. In the IT world, end-users are customers
and end-users often support the public. A customer service focus is critical to a successful IT operation and a well-served
public. By consolidating systems and standardizing infrastructure operations, along with a common IT foundation,
Tehama County
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Tehama can leverage a combination of remote help desk support and onsite IT support, departmental IT staff, and
partners and vendors in a fast pace and secure way not possible currently. This distributed model allows for quick
resolution to end-user support issues and departmental projects that touch IT.

REDUCE COSTS
As is the case with other organizations in the same position of Tehama County, there will be an initial up-front cost to
addressing common foundational IT infrastructure needed to meet the broader IT strategy. Making changes to address
accountability, governance, security, and improving IT delivery; will have a direct up-front capital cost. Making changes
that more broadly service the entire County instead of silo’d departments, address overlap, disjunction, and other IT
inefficiency - can realize cost savings over the long term. It may take several years to start to see those savings due to
the large gap between what’s needed to meet IT strategy verse what’s currently in place.
With multiple departments and a variety of systems, we believe Tehama can find significant opportunities to find costs
savings. An example of a multi-threaded cost reduction solution is a consolidation of email services. In our review,
Tehama has several Exchange email servers, all have varying build and patch numbers, with varying numbers of
supported users, and some offering no redundancy in their architecture. This creates many redundant costs and risks for
security, hardware, software, support, space requirements, power requirements and so on. Synoptek would propose a
consolidation of email services to a single cloud-based solution such a Microsoft’s Office 365. Microsoft has billions of
dollars invested in multiple data centers throughout the United States, and world-wide. Office 365 has many compelling
features including email running on Exchange Server 2016, instant communication capabilities with Skype for Business,
and, access to entire Office product suite include Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc. for Windows, Mac, and mobile devices.
The cost of the monthly service is similar to the monthly depreciation of a retail Office software purchase and your
organization gets all of the other features as part of the bundle solution. It would present a great value to Tehama and
allow each department to maintain its own email domain while IT support has easy administrative, archival, and
eDiscovery capabilities.
Beyond Office 365, one key focus on Tehama software licensing needs should be solutions which allow Tehama to
increase and decrease its licensing needs based on its need. Microsoft Enterprise agreements may facilitate this need,
OS licensing needs, as well as Software-as-a-Service solution based on the number of users accessing the systems.
Another recommendation for managing costs are Infrastructure-as-a-Service solutions from Microsoft Azure and Amazon
Web Services or Service Provider Licensing Agreement (SPLA) through a Microsoft partner such as Synoptek. As the
headcount at Tehama grows, your operating costs would act in kind.
Another recommendation would be a review voice services County wide. Voice over IP (VoIP) isn’t broadly deployed.
And as traditional phone and telephony systems age, moving toward a common voice infrastructure could help the
County further realize cost savings from simplified administration and economies of scale. This however isn’t possible
until there is a common IT foundation in place.
Furthermore, cost savings can be found in common hardware standardization and replacement schedules for
workstations and other equipment County wide. With greater standardization in the IT landscape (hardware, software,
automation software and systems, etc), the greater the predictability and costs become. Except for the larger
departments, smaller departments have been unable to achieve predictable and appropriate replacement cycles, due to
budget constraints, disparate funding sources, and the treatment of desktop and server replacements/upgrades as onetime expenses, rather than an on-going cost of doing business.
Tehama County
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Additionally, the County should start shifting departmental server and storage infrastructure to the County, migrating and
moving current servers and workloads to the County’s yet to be built private cloud and data center. As the departments
servers, storage arrays, and other server room compute related equipment age, they should be simply decommissioned
and have their workloads migrated to the County’s private cloud as appropriate. Control of those workloads and virtual
servers will be maintained by those departments. This will result in far few server purchases with large savings potential,
better security, better backup strategies and integrated Disaster Recovery (DR), less down time, better reliability, greater
scalability, and better compute performance.
Running a data center out of a leased collocation facility will allow the County to save on construction cost associated
with building and running a proper environmental, power, and fire controlled data center in-house - which could run into
tens of thousands if not 100s of thousands of dollars or more to construct and maintain. Additionally, no secondary data
center and the costs associated with it would be necessary with a properly architected and secured cloud DR strategy
utilizing AWS or Azure where there are no running instances but rather, cold replications of data center servers.
With a County data center operation, further cost savings can be found in utilizing a unified backup and DR strategy.
Instead of having multiple and differing licenses of backup and DR software for multiple departments running on multiple
servers with multiple storage devices in various locations as there is now. Instead the County would maintain one
location in the data center with all the strategies and software licensing in place for a complete backup and DR solution
as appropriate and properly architected.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk management is a key component of a holistic, organization-wide process as defined in NIST Special Publication 80039, Managing Information Security Risk: Organization, Mission, and Information System View. Risk management
processes include: framing risk; assessing risk; responding to risk; and monitoring risk.
The first component of risk management addresses how organizations frame risk or establish a risk context by describing
the environment in which risk-based decisions are made. The purpose of the risk framing component is to produce a risk
management strategy that addresses how organizations intend to assess risk, respond to risk, and monitor risk – making
explicit and transparent the risk perceptions that organizations routinely use in making both investment and operational
decisions. The risk management strategy establishes a foundation for managing risk and delineates the boundaries for
risk-based decisions within the organization.
The second component of risk management addresses how organizations assess risk within the context of the
organizational risk framework, to identify threats and vulnerabilities both internal and external, and evaluate the harm that
could occur if those threats were exploited.
The third component of risk management addresses how the organization responds to risk once that risk is determined
based on the results of a risk assessment. The purpose of the risk response component is to provide a consistent,
organization-wide response to risk in accordance with the organizations risk framework.
The fourth component of risk management addresses how we monitor risk over time, determining if the risk management
framework and policies are effective, determine estimated or actual impact to the organization, verify that planned risk
responses are implemented, and that security requirements derived from and traceable to organizational
missions/business functions, federal legislation, directives, regulations, policies, standards, and guidelines are satisfied.
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Tehama County has many critical areas to consider within IT risk management, including data backup and disaster
recovery, power management, environmental controls, fire suppression, natural disasters, server room and data closet
physical security, cybersecurity, data breaches, end-point management and security, computer user behavioral risk,
vulnerability management, regulatory and policies adherence such as HIPAA, CFR42, PCI and other State and Federal
requirements. Each of these areas should have a mitigating strategy in place with a defined policy addressing a response
to such risks. Not planning for risks opens the County and its departments to unknown consequences that could have a
devastating impact on the departments and County’s ability to continue to function in an effective manner at worst, or an
expensive and public embarrassment in the case of hacked or leaked data.
Risk mitigation techniques and polices vary greatly depending on which department you examine, whether there is inhouse or contracted IT, and the departments IT maturity and staffing resources. Tehama County as one organization
doesn’t have a cohesive IT Risk Management and Mitigation policy or strategy sufficient enough to survive some of the
worst-case scenarios such as a data breach or a damaging fire in one of the data or server rooms without significant
downtime or an expensive coordinated County response. Again, while most all servers and departments implement
backup methodologies both onsite and off to varying degrees and techniques (Health Services, Social Services and
Sherriff’s have the strongest defined policies around security, backup, and data). There isn’t a County IT Risk
Management policy around a broader IT risk management strategy for departments to follow or adhere to. This leaves
departments reliant on few key personnel and outside vendors to plan for, implement, and asses all aspects of risk
management and mitigation. And in more cases than not the County doesn’t have enough resources to fully tackle the
totality of a proper risk management and mitigation strategy, sometimes resulting in an incomplete picture for a fully
assessed and implemented risk management policy, particularly for departments without fully staffed IT departments.
Synoptek strongly recommend the County develop a broad policy for processes, procedures, security, and
implementation recommendations around critical system for data and network security, disaster recovery, and business
continuity across the County. It should be developed first in house and then subjected to review internally and by
specialist in this area of expertise. This policy should be a living document, as the County migrates toward a stronger
security conscious common IT infrastructure, those policies should be adjusted to support the departments in strong best
practices for risk management and mitigation following many of the recommendations in this report.
While this IT assessment project and report isn’t defined strictly as a Risk Assessment, every decision and
recommendation in this report has built into it a structure to address many aspects of Rick Management and risk
mitigation.

PROCESS AND POLICIY
Tehama County should work toward developing process and policy around operating common core IT infrastructure that
ensures confidentiality, availability, and integrity of systems and data. The County should work toward mature IT
leadership and governance to foster IT agility and improve the pace of change throughout the County.
The County should work to streamline processes around contracts for procurement and other legal issues surrounding
large IT related purchases - coordinate and utilize the County Technology Officer to find efficiency or other accountability
methods more suited to the special nature of information technology.
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County IT should work to develop and enhance its IT capabilities with departments and partners through ensuring
operational excellence, promote timely and information based decision making through analytics and data, participate in
and advocate for greater efficiencies in workflow process re-engineering for departments and County wide.
Tehama County should explore options for tools that improve IT/IS information sharing and transparency around IT
financials, contracting, acquisition, human capital, procurement, assets, security data, organizational and structural data into a single location. This data can be actionable data used to better serve departments to meet their IT projects and
goals with better and faster decision making support from the County and other departments where applicable. A workflow
process should be put in place to catalog, categorize, and manage IT projects through to completion, ensuring the needed
resources and dependencies are meet while adhering to the IT strategy.
Policies and practices should be put in place that streamline County employee on and off boarding, ensuring timely day
one access to needed IT resources.

TECHNOLOGY
Tehama County needs to make investments in both terrestrial and cloud technology to modernize and deliver better
security, effectiveness, and reliability in a cost-effective manner.
All departments should be interconnected with the highest internet speed possible and practical, utilizing a managed fiber
Ethernet service to create a Metro Area Network connected to the data center. At the data center, next-gen firewalls
should be used to provide filtering and other security related services. Other security conscious services should be
deployed to the data center to proactively monitor, log, and respond to security events and enabled for all departments as
outlined in the security section.
There is a wide disparity between some departments in their speed, quality, and vendor for internet services. Some
department staff even travel to other locations in order to perform work requiring better internet than available at their
home office location.
The age, quality, capacity, and features of the network and server hardware vary greatly from department to department.
Instead of continuing to replace old small servers with new small servers repeatedly, migrate those workloads where
appropriate to more substantial hardware in a well-managed shared infrastructure private cloud. Moving the County to a
private cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model run in a controlled data center will help departments eliminate aging
servers and equipment and other risks, allow better utilization of new hardware, increase security and reliability, and
reduce costs.
Additionally, integrating public cloud resources such as Office365, AWS, or Azure to host email services, DR, backup, and
Public DMZ workloads, can further drive down costs for those areas while providing reliability and infinite scalability.
Properly architected these solutions can provide very secure and regulation compliant IT services.
Tehama County should also develop a County wide enterprise wireless strategy to both serve its staff and the public
where applicable, in a secure and reliable fashion, using modern access points and segmented backhauled controlled
traffic.
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Overall, developing a broad County wide IT strategy for needed infrastructure improvements will help reduce cost, deliver
results faster, and provide better security and collaboration opportunities hard to achieve in the current state.

2.0 OBJECTIVES
2.1 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Synoptek strives to provide a snapshot of current IT capabilities and determine alignment to organizational business
objectives, shared IT services and infrastructure where possible. Synoptek recognizes that providing overall IT guidance
and strategy is a significant undertaking. The migration to a shared services model should be considered if a return on
the investment can be recognized through greater opportunities, security, efficiencies, or cost savings.

2.2 SERVICE MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
Tehama County’s service management objectives are to provide recommendations to create a better support
experience for their departments staff while working to drive down costs and increase security.
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3.0 IT EVALUATION
3.1 IT EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
The following evaluation framework focuses on the key areas of IT strategic thinking, implementation planning,
execution, and operations -> Strategy, People, Process, Technology. The “Heat Map” below is structured to grade
multiple aspects of not only the IT infrastructure but the IT state as a whole. Some of the grades are subjective and
limited to the interactions the Synoptek analysts had with the internal team and should not be seen as definitive.

Strategy

Technolog
y

People

Process
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Effectively & Efficiently Supports
Business Functions

Does Not Support Business Functions:
Significant Inconsistency, Issues & Gaps Present

Supports Business Functions: Some
Inconsistency, Issues & Gaps Present

Out of Scope

3.2 IT HEAT MAP
Discipline

Status

Comments

Strategy
Strategic Planning – Long Term

Tehama County does not currently have
an overarching long term IT strategy.

Budget Alignment & Management

Without a long-term strategy, a review of
alignment can’t be determined, nor is
there a sufficient funding model in place.

Business Alignment

Without a long-term strategy, a review of
alignment can’t be determined.

People
Appropriate Staffing Levels

Tehama County does not have sufficient
staff level to meet broader policy and
County wide IT infrastructure needs,
many departments rely on third party
augmentation for support.

Skills & Capabilities

Departments with internal IT staff meet or
exceed the required skills and
capabilities, and IT contractors are
competent. However there is no staff to
drive County wide IT policy and strategy.

Training & Mentoring Program

Training often drives the overall
effectiveness of a business system, and
has been an area called out for
improvement by several departments.

Employee Engagement & Satisfaction

Well defined business systems and
processes are often pillars of success for
employee satisfaction, and several
processes or workflows have been called
out as needing improvement.
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Process
Employee Onboarding/Termination

There is no consistent IT onboarding and
termination policy or procedures for the
County, it’s primarily managed by
individual departments.

Helpdesk Process/Workflow

Primarily each department handles their
own, often cross dept. staff are leveraged.
Standardization across Tehama County
may be valuable and mitigate business
risk.

Change Control

Change control process are not present
for majority of the County.

Problem Escalation

Each department handles their own but
there is no official process for issues.

Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity

Each dept. has their own DR/BCP with
varying levels of sophistication, no
broader policy in place.

Hardware Refresh/Inventory Management

Each dept. handles their own. and many
have no plan. Standardization across
Tehama County may be valuable and
mitigate risk.

System Access & Security Posture

No County wide oversight of compliance.

Compliance & Regulatory Policies

No security or compliance officer. Need to
meet several varied compliance
standards and audited for compliance
County wide.

Guest Network Access

Each depart handles their own. or have
no guest access. Standardization across
Tehama County may be valuable and
mitigate business risk.

Public Website Hosting

Web hosting seems reliable.
Standardization across the Tehama
County organizations may be valuable
and mitigate business risk.
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Web Filtering

Not reviewed, must have as part of a
security focused compliance policy.

Monitoring

Each dept. has their own but alerting
methods are not consistent or rolled up.
Not comprehensive in nature. Segmented

Software Licensing

Management of licensing should be
further reviewed to ensure records exist
for proof of purchase. No enterprise plan,
each dept. handles their own.

Patching & Maintenance

No centralized patching/maintenance,
policies should be created for vulnerably
and patch management.

Operating System and Software Deployment

OS deployment is ad hoc, no centralized
software deployment, some imaging in
use.

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) and Mobile Data
Management (MDM)

Inconsistent, no over-all plan, each dept.
handles their own.

Documentation

For depts. With IT staff, documentation is
reasonable but for those without staff its
lacking or inconsistent. There is no
County wide documentation.

Technology
Hardware-Servers

Server hardware overall is mostly meeting
needs, however lots are in mid cycle or
nearing refresh stage, with some ready
for refresh.

Hardware-Network Infrastructure

Network infrastructure overall is
functioning, however in many areas is
wildly inconsistent, insecure, and out of
date.

Hardware-Storage Area Networks

SANs at Tehama County are also in mid
to late lifecycle. Many should be replaced
or decommissioned in the next few years.
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Environmental (e.g. cabling, AC, UPS)

Barely meets needs, but is also very
inconsistent, insecure, undocumented,
aging and brittle in many areas.

Telephony

Mostly legacy voice in use, with VoIP
currently deployed for one department
and being considered for others.

Video Conferencing

Not reviewed

Active Directory-Best Practices

Tehama County has many AD domain,
with no forest or domain trusts. This
currently meets needs for departments
using them, but acts as barrier to broader
IT strategy and collaboration.

Active Directory-Structure

Tehama County domains should be
migrated to a new single Forest/Domain.

Login Scripts

Not reviewed

Group Policy Objects

Not reviewed

Name Resolution (DNS & WINS)

Mostly DNS forwards or AD DNS Servers.

DHCP

Mostly located on firewalls, core switches
and Windows servers.

Backups

Needs Improved Monitoring and
validation policies. Needs better County
wide backup standardization strategy.

Security Footprint (e.g. IPS/IDS/SIEM/Etc.)

Lack of wide spread use or single policy
for active intrusion detection, threat
detection, and vulnerability management.

Anti-Virus

AV implemented, handled at the dept.
level, needs broader consistency.

Email

The County has many email exchange
servers with various email domains, they
currently serve their purpose but act as
silo’s and barriers to greater collaboration
and security policies.

Unified Communications

Not reviewed

Virtualization

Many depts. make use of vSphere or
Hyper-V, however there is a wide range of
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age, versions, architecture setup, and
deployment methods.
Cloud Resources

No cloud resources in wide use, a few
depts. have various initiatives or plans for
greater cloud deployments of various
services.

Line of Business Applications

There are lots of Entps. Biz apps in use,
and mostly meet need, however lots of
improvement can be made for broader
adoption and collaboration in there use.

4.0 OTHER GENERAL INFRASTRUCTURE BEST PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 IMPLEMENT A COMPUTER REFRESH PROGRAM
Synoptek recommends an organization replaces its workstation, and laptop infrastructure every 3-5 years. After this
amount of time, it becomes increasing difficult to ensure uptime as the systems begin to experience degraded
performance and securing replacement parts becomes more difficult. Additionally, new operating systems often require
new minimum requirements which exceed the average 3-5 year-old system.
Some departments already have good hardware inventory and refresh schedules in place as well as standardization for
workstations models. The rest of the County should work to incorporate other departments in a refresh cycle,
particularly smaller departments without in-house IT staff. A County wide CDM or other end-point management
solutions should be used to inventory and track computers for their purchase and refresh cycles.

4.2 IMPLEMENT A NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM
Synoptek recommends an organization replaces its network infrastructure every 3-5 years. After this amount of time, it
becomes increasing difficult to ensure uptime as the systems begin to experience degraded performance and securing
replacement parts becomes more difficult.
Additionally, network security is paramount to ensuring an organization’s data remains within the organization and is not
disseminated without the appropriate levels of approval. An effective network security strategy incorporates multiple
layers of security and adequate redundancy to provide continued protection in the event of a device failure or a breach
of one security level. With the abundance of security solutions in the marketplace, it is important to define the best
solution for the needs of the organization with respect to parameters such as budget, complexity, and maintainability.
Synoptek’s recommendation is to use security appliances in a redundant design from an industry leading manufacturer
and to design a security policy that encompasses as many of risk factors as possible.
Tehama County has a wide range of network devices and switches many at EoL or nearing end of life, with varying in
configurations, and other non-standardized configurations. All network equipment should be replaced and migrated to a
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common standardization config across the County, this is true for switches, firewalls, routers, wireless access points,
etc.

4.3 IMPLEMENT A MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
Synoptek recommends implementing a mobile device management (MDM) solution for, at least, all County-owned
smart phones, tablets, and laptops. Additionally, a MDM solution should be considered for employee-owned devices
which are allowed to access corporate information. Securing corporate information is a critical as data becomes more
prevalent and mobile. Office365 also has some MDM solutions that could fit nicely with hosted Exchange services in a
limited scope fashion.
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5.0 APPENDICES

5.1 APPENDIX A – NETWORK TOPOLOGY DIAGRAMS
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PROPOSED LOGICAL NETWORK MAP
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5.2 APPENDIX B – INVENTORY - TEHAMA COUNTY
A complete inventory with greater detail is available upon request, information below is in aggregate and has been
generalized.
Exchange Servers:
Dept.

Version

OS

Annex

2010

2008 R2

TCPW

2010

2008 R2

TCSO

2016

2012 R2

TCHSA

2010

2008 R2

TCDSS

2007

2008 R2

Windows Servers:
Total Count: 94
OS versions: Windows 2000-2016
Windows 2000: 2
Windows 2003/R2: 7
Windows 2008/R2: 52
Windows 2012/R2: 30
Windows Workstations:
Total Count: 700+
Windows XP: 9
Windows Vista: 1
Windows 7: 682
Windows 8: 1
Windows 10: 6
Workstations with:
Non-existent or out of date AV: 71
Servers with no AV: 34
Assets out of warranty: 943
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5.3 APPENDIX C – COST EST.
This is a rough estimate, this is not a quote, but given as guidance and does not include labor or other software licensing
costs.
•
•
•

Private Cloud Infrastructure - Hypervisor hosts and mgmt. servers, switches, SANs, firewalls and other gear:
$150-320k
Collocation services & lease – Datacenter rack space, $600-3,000/mo. per rack depending on provider and other
factors
Fiber Internet - 150Mbps $575/location per mo. Verified available for majority of department locations

Estimated refresh annual budgets:
Workstations
700 * 1200 = 840,000 / 5 = $168,000/yr
Servers
24 * 7000 = 168,000 / 5 = $33,600/yr
Storage
7 * 50,000 = 350,000 / 5 = $70,000/yr
Not including firewalls, switches, and other network equipment.
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